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CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT RECEIVES TOP SCORE ON 2022 DISABILITY EQUALITY
INDEX ®
Company Dubbed Best Place to Work for Disability Inclusion For 2nd Consecutive Year
LAS VEGAS, July 20, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Caesars Entertainment, the largest casino-entertainment companyin
the U.S., received a top score on this year's Disability Equality Index® (DEI), a joint initiative of the American
Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD) and DisabilityIN. Up from 80 on last year's index, the company
received a 100, marking it as one of the best places to work for disability inclusion. The DEI is the world's most
comprehensive benchmarking tool to measure disability workplace inclusion against competitors.
"At Caesars, we are committed to embracing disability inclusion as a key facet of our overall Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion strategy," said Tom Reeg, CEO at Caesars Entertainment. "We consistently review current
practices concerning disability inclusion, and we're honored to be recognized with a top score on this year's
Disability Equality Index. We know how important inclusion is, and we will continue to work toward progress for
our Team Members, guests and the communities in which we operate."
This year, Caesars Entertainment launched AVID, a new business impact group (BIG) for Team Members across
the company's 50+ properties. AVID, which stands for Awareness of Visible and Invisible Disabilities, is a group
dedicated to achieving inclusion and equity for those with disabilities by focusing on business development,
community service, networking and professional development goals. AVID is a virtual forum where Team
Members with disabilities, caregivers, and their allies can work together to serve the disability community and
create a work environment that is welcoming and accessible for all.
"We're thrilled to receive a top score of 100 on this year's DEI," said Heather Rapp, SVP of Corporate Social
Responsibility for Caesars Entertainment. "The increase in our score from last year indicates the hard work our
team has put in to make Caesars a welcoming workplace for everyone. We look forward to continuing our work
in this area and welcoming more diverse Team Members to the Empire."
Caesars Entertainment's commitment to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion is an integral piece of the company's
CSR framework, PEOPLE PLANET PLAY. Caesars is committed to continuing to bridge the gap and embrace
diversity and inclusion by setting measurable actions in all aspects of business. The company's diversity, equity
and inclusion strategy encompasses ﬁve pillars, including Team Members, suppliers and contractors,
communities, guests and advocacy.
For more information on Caesars Entertainment's Corporate Social Responsibility programs, please visit
www.caesars.com/corporate.
About Caesars Entertainment, Inc.
Caesars Entertainment, Inc. (NASDAQ: CZR)is the largest casino-entertainment companyin the U.S. and one of
the world's most diversiﬁed gaming-entertainment providers. Since its beginning in Reno, Nevada, in 1937,
Caesars Entertainment has grown through development of new resorts, expansions and acquisitions. Caesars
Entertainment's resorts operate primarily under the Caesars®, Harrah's®, Horseshoe® and Eldorado® brand
names. Caesars Entertainment oﬀers diversiﬁed amenities and one-of-a-kind destinations, with a focus on
building loyalty and value with its guests through a unique combination of impeccable service, operational
excellence and technology leadership. Caesars Entertainment is committed to its employees, suppliers,
communities and the environment through its PEOPLE PLANET PLAY framework. If you think you or someone you
care about may have a gambling problem, call 1-800-522-4700. For more information, please
visitwww.caesars.com/corporate.
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